Role of self-assembled surfactant structure on the spreading of oil on flat solid surfaces.
Uniform spreading of oil on solid surfaces is important in many processes where proper lubrication is required and this can be controlled using surfactants. The role of oil-solid interfacial self-assembled surfactant structure (SASS) in oil spreading is examined in this study for the case of hexadecane-surfactant droplet spreading on a flat horizontal copper surface, with triphenyl phosphorothionate surfactants having varying chain lengths (0 to 9). It is shown that the frictional forces (F(SASS)) as determined by the SASS regulate droplet spreading rate according to surfactant chain length; surfactants with longer chains led to higher reduction in the spreading rate. The extent of such forces, F(SASS), depends on the surfactant density of the evolving SASS, and specific configuration the evolving SASS exhibit as per the orientations of the surfactant chains therein. Thus, F(SASS)=[k(1)+k(2(t))] Γ(δ(t)), where Γ(δ(t)) is the surfactant adsorption density of SASS at time 't' during evolution, and, k(1) and k(2(t)) are the force coefficients for Γ(δ(t)) and orientations (as a function of spreading time) of the surfactant chains respectively. As a SASS evolves/grows along with adsorption of surfactants at the spreading induced fresh interface, the k1Γ(δ(t)) component of F(SASS) increases and contributes to reduction in the net spreading force (S). With a decrease in the net spreading force, the existence of a cross-over period, during which the transition of the spatial dynamics of the chains from disordered to realignment/packing induced ordered orientation occurs, has been inferred from the F(SASS) vs. chain length relationships. Such relationships also suggested that the rate of realignment/packing is increased progressively particularly due the realignment/packing induced decrease in the net spreading force. Therefore, the realignment process is a self-induced process, which spans a measurable period of time (several minutes), the cross-over period, during which the net spreading force decreases essentially due to such self-induced process.